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IEEE’s Purpose

“to foster technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity”
How do we fulfill that purpose at Columbia?

● Tech Talks/Recruitment Events

● Social Events/Mentorship

● Workshops/Hackathon
Tech Talk/Recruiting

Logos of Intel, Splunk, Capital One, Facebook, and Silicon Labs.
Social/Mentorship

- Hear from upperclassmen (and sometimes professors!) about important topics and coursework guidance
- Informal socialization
- Free food!!!
Study Breaks

Columbia IEEE Presents:

Liquid Nitrogen ICE CREAM

Wednesday, May 3rd
2:00PM in the EE student lounge
Hardware Hackathon
IEEE Goals for 2018-2019

● Expand the IEEE Community
● Organize more technical workshops
● Collaborate with other large engineering organizations on campus
  ○ Host events which attract the larger engineering community
● Program more EE/CE firm recruiting/information events
Join IEEE!

- Communications/PR Position still open
- Help us plan and advertise cool events
- Work 1-on-1 with recruiters
- Meetings every Sundays at 8 PM in the EE lounge
- Email us at ieee@columbia.edu
- Sign up now: http://eepurl.com/vkQk9
- Follow us on facebook @ Columbia IEEE
Thank you from IEEE!

Thank you to the EE and CE departments for their invitation to and hosting of the Student Orientation!